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Shakespeare and Early Modern Religion - David Loewenstein 2015-01-22
This volume freshly illuminates the diversity of early modern religious beliefs, practices and issues, and
their representation in Shakespeare's plays.
Meredith Hanmer and the Elizabethan Church - Angela Andreani 2020-07-15
This is the first book-length study of the fascinating life of the clergyman and scholar of Welsh descent
Meredith Hanmer (c.1545–1604). Hanmer became involved in the key scholarly controversies of his day,
from the place of the Elizabethan Church in Christian history to the role of the 1581 Jesuit mission to
England led by Edmund Campion and Robert Persons. As an army preacher in Ireland during the Nine
Years War, Hanmer campaigned with the most acclaimed soldiers of his day. He nurtured connections with
prominent intellectuals of his time and with the key figures of colonial government. His own career as a
clergyman was colourful, involving bitter disputes with his parishioners and recurring aspersions on his
character. Surprisingly, no study to date has centred on this intriguing character. The surviving evidence
for Hanmer’s life and activities is unusually rich, comprising his published writings and a large body of
under-exploited manuscript material. Drawing extensively on archival evidence scattered across a wide
number of repositories, Dr. Andreani’s book contextualises Hanmer’s clerical activities and wide-ranging
scholarship, elucidates his previously little understood career, and thus enriches our understanding of life,
politics, and scholarship in the Elizabethan church.
Unity in Diversity - Randall J. Pederson 2014-08-14
In Unity in Diversity, Randall J. Pederson critiques current trends in the study of Puritanism, and proposes
a different path for defining Puritanism, centered on unitas and diversitas, by looking at John Downame,
Francis Rous, and Tobias Crisp.
Reading and politics in early modern England - Geoff Baker 2013-07-19
This book examines the activities of William Blundell, a seventeenth-century Catholic gentleman, and using
the approaches of the history of reading, provides a detailed analysis of his mindset. Blundell was neither
the passive victim nor the entirely loyal subject that he and others have claimed. He actively defended his
family from the penal laws and used the relative freedom that this gave him to patronise other Catholics.
Not only did he rewrite the histories of recent civil conflicts to show that Protestants were prone to
rebellion and Catholics to loyalty, but we also find a different perspective on his religious beliefs. Blundell’s
commonplaces suggest an underlying tension with aspects of Catholicism, a tension manifest throughout
his notes on his practical engagement with the world, in which it is clear that he was wrestling with the
various aspects of his identity. This is an important study that will be of interest to all who work on the
early modern period.
Calvinist Conformity in Post-Reformation England - Greg A. Salazar 2022
Calvinist Conformity in Post-Reformation England is the first modern full-scale examination of the theology
and life of the distinguished English Calvinist clergyman Daniel Featley (1582-1645). It explores Featley's
career and thought through a comprehensive treatment of his two dozen published works and manuscripts
and situates these works within their original historical context. A fascinating figure, Featley was the
youngest of the translators behind the Authorized Version, a protégé of John Rainolds, a domestic chaplain
for Archbishop George Abbot, and a minister of two churches. As a result of his sympathies with royalism
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and episcopacy, he endured two separate attacks on his life. Despite this, Featley was the only royalist
Episcopalian figure who accepted his invitation to the Westminster Assembly. Three months into the
Assembly, however, Featley was charged with being a royalist spy, was imprisoned by Parliament, and died
shortly thereafter. While Featley is a central focus of the work, this study is more than a biography. It uses
Featley's career to trace the fortunes of Calvinist conformists--those English Calvinists who were committed
to the established Church and represented the Church's majority position between 1560 and the mid-1620s,
before being marginalized by Laudians in the 1630s and puritans in the 1640s. It demonstrates how
Featley's convictions were representative of the ideals and career of conformist Calvinism, explores the
broader priorities and political maneuvers of English Calvinist conformists, and offers a more nuanced
perspective on the priorities and political maneuvers of these figures and the politics of religion in postReformation England.
The Peril and Promise of Christian Liberty - W. Bradford Littlejohn 2017-05-05
How do Christians determine when to obey God even if that means disobeying other people? In this book W.
Bradford Littlejohn addresses that question as he unpacks the magisterial political-theological work of
Richard Hooker, a leading figure in the sixteenth-century English Reformation. Littlejohn shows how Martin
Luther and other Reformers considered Christian liberty to be compatible with considerable civil authority
over the church, but he also analyzes the ambiguities and tensions of that relationship and how it helped
provoke the Puritan movement. The heart of the book examines how, according to Richard Hooker, certain
forms of Puritan legalism posed a much greater threat to Christian liberty than did meddling monarchs. In
expounding Hooker's remarkable attempt to offer a balanced synthesis of liberty and authority in church,
state, and conscience, Littlejohn draws out pertinent implications for Christian liberty and politics today.
The Catholic Imaginary and the Cults of Elizabeth, 1558-1582 - Stephen Hamrick 2009
Stephen Hamrick provides a detailed analysis of how previously understudied Tudor poets, Barnabe Googe,
George Gascoigne, and Thomas Watson, incorporated images of Catholic practice within Reformation
Petrachanism for the celebration and containment of Elizabeth Tudor and other Court patrons.
Shakespeare and Religious Change - K. Graham 2009-07-16
This balanced and innovative collection explores the relationship of Shakespeare's plays to the changing
face of early modern religion, considering the connections between Shakespeare's theatre and the religious
past, the religious identities of the present and the deep cultural changes that would shape the future of
religion in the modern world.
Law and Conscience - Stefania Tutino 2017-03-02
This book examines the Catholic elaboration on the relationship between state and Church in late
Elizabethan and Jacobean England. Among the several factors which have contributed to the complex
process of state-formation in early modern Europe, religious affiliation has certainly been one of the most
important, if not the most important. Within the European context of the consolidation of both the nationstate entities and the state-Churches, Catholicism in England in the 16th and 17th centuries presents
peculiar elements which are crucial to understanding the problems at stake, from both a political and a
religious point of view. Catholics in early modern England were certainly a minority, but a minority of an
interestingly doubled kind. On the one hand, they were a "sect" among many others. On the other hand,
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Catholicism was a "universal", catholic religion, in a country in which the sovereign was the head - or
governor - of both political and ecclesiastical establishments. In this context, this monograph casts light on
the mechanisms through which a distinctive religious minority was able to adapt itself within a singular
political context. In the most general terms, this book contributes to the significant question of how
different religious affiliations could (or might) be integrated within one national reality, and how political
allegiance and religious belief began to be perceived as two different identities within one context. Current
scholarship on the religious history of early modern England has considerably changed the way in which
historians think about English Protestantism. Recent works have offered a more nuanced and accurate
picture of the English Protestant Church, which is now seen not as a monolithic institution, but rather as
complex and fluid. This book seeks to offer certain elements of a complementary view of the English
Catholic Church as an organism within which the debate over how to combine the catholic feature of the
Church of Ro
A Heavenly Directory - Ryan M. McGraw 2014-06-18
There is a growing body of historical literature on the importance of John Owen. Ryan M. McGraw seeks to
reassess Owen's theology in light of the way in which he connected his trinitarian piety to his views of
public worship. McGraw argues that Owen ́s teaching on communion with God as triune was the foundation
of his views of public worship and that he regarded public worship as the highest expression of communion
with the triune God. These themes not only highlight Owen's context as a Reformed orthodox theologian,
but the distinctive influence of English Puritanism on his theological emphases. The connection between his
practical trinitarianism and public worship runs through the course of his writings and every major area of
his theology. These include the nature of theology, the knowledge of God, the doctrine of the Trinity, public
worship, spiritual affections, apostasy, covenant theology, ecclesiology, and Christology. This work treats
these themes in Owen's thought and shows how they intersect and are intertwined with the Trinity and
public worship. In addition, this book provides a detailed exposition of the parts of Reformed worship.
While other works have treated the centrality of his trinitarianism in his theology, few have acknowledged
the importance of public worship in his thinking. This research concludes that communion with God in
public worship was integral to Owen's practical trinitarian theology.
The European Reformation - Euan Cameron 2012-03-01
Since its first appearance in 1991, The European Reformation has offered a clear, integrated, and coherent
analysis and explanation of how Christianity in Western and Central Europe from Iceland to Hungary, from
the Baltic to the Pyrenees splintered into separate Protestant and Catholic identities and movements.
Catholic Christianity at the end of the Middle Ages was not at all a uniformly 'decadent' or corrupt
institution: it showed clear signs of cultural vigour and inventiveness. However, it was vulnerable to a
particular kind of criticism, if ever its claims to mediate the grace of God to believers were challenged.
Martin Luther proposed a radically new insight into how God forgives human sin. In this new theological
vision, rituals did not 'purify' people; priests did not need to be set apart from the ordinary community; the
church needed no longer to be an international body. For a critical 'Reformation moment', this idea caught
fire in the spiritual, political, and community life of much of Europe. Lay people seized hold of the
instruments of spiritual authority, and transformed religion into something simpler, more local, more
rooted in their own community. So were born the many cultures, liturgies, musical traditions and prayer
lives of the countries of Protestant Europe. This new edition embraces and responds to developments in
scholarship over the past twenty years. Substantially re-written and updated, with both a thorough revision
of the text and fully updated references and bibliography, it nevertheless preserves the distinctive features
of the original, including its clearly thought-out integration of theological ideas and political cultures,
helping to bridge the gap between theological and social history, and the use of helpful charts and tables
that made the original so easy to use.
Local Identities in Late Medieval and Early Modern England - Daniel Woolf 2007-10-17
Inspired by the path-breaking work of Robert Tittler, the authors explore late Medieval and Early Modern
community and identity across England. They examine the decline of neighbourliness, the politics of market
towns, clerical status, charity, crime, and ways in which overlapping communities of court and country,
London and Lancashire, relate.
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Queenship and Political Discourse in the Elizabethan Realms - Natalie Mears 2005-12-08
An important re-evaluation of Elizabethan politics and Elizabeth's queenship in sixteenth-century England,
Wales and Ireland.
The Materiality of Religion in Early Modern English Drama - Elizabeth Williamson 2016-03-03
The Materiality of Religion in Early Modern English Drama is the first book to present a detailed
examination of early modern theatrical properties informed by the complexity of post-Reformation religious
practice. Although English Protestant reformers set out to destroy all vestiges of Catholic idolatry, public
theater companies frequently used stage properties to draw attention to the remnants of traditional religion
as well as the persistent materiality of post-Reformation worship. The Materiality of Religion in Early
Modern English Drama explores the relationship between popular culture and theatrical performance by
considering the social history and dramatic function of these properties, addressing their role as objects of
devotion, idolatry, and remembrance on the professional stage. Rather than being aligned with identifiably
Catholic or Protestant values, the author reveals how religious stage properties functioned as fulcrums
around which more subtle debates about the status of Christian worship played out. Given the relative lack
of existing documentation on stage properties, The Materiality of Religion in Early Modern English Drama
employs a wide range of source materials-including inventories published in the Records of Early English
Drama (REED) volumes-to account for the material presence of these objects on the public stage. By
combining historical research on popular religion with detailed readings of the scripts themselves, the book
fills a gap in our knowledge about the physical qualities of the stage properties used in early modern
productions. Tracing the theater's appropriation of highly charged religious properties, The Materiality of
Religion in Early Modern English Drama provides a new framework for understanding the canonization of
early modern plays, especially those of Shakespeare.
A New Companion to English Renaissance Literature and Culture - Michael Hattaway 2010-05-10
In this revised and greatly expanded edition of the Companion, 80 scholars come together to offer an
original and far-reaching assessment of English Renaissance literature and culture. A new edition of the
best-selling Companion to English Renaissance Literature, revised and updated, with 22 new essays and 19
new illustrations Contributions from some 80 scholars including Judith H. Anderson, Patrick Collinson,
Alison Findlay, Germaine Greer, Malcolm Jones, Arthur Kinney, James Knowles, Arthur Marotti, Robert
Miola and Greg Walker Unrivalled in scope and its exploration of unfamiliar literary and cultural territories
the Companion offers new readings of both ‘literary’ and ‘non-literary’ texts Features essays discussing
material culture, sectarian writing, the history of the body, theatre both in and outside the playhouses, law,
gardens, and ecology in early modern England Orientates the beginning student, while providing advanced
students and faculty with new directions for their research All of the essays from the first edition, along
with the recommendations for further reading, have been reworked or updated
Religion and Governance in England’s Emerging Colonial Empire, 1601–1698 - Haig Z. Smith 2022-01-07
This open access book explores the role of religion in England's overseas companies and the formation of
English governmental identity abroad in the seventeenth century. Drawing on research into the Virginia,
East India, Massachusetts Bay, Plymouth, New England and Levant Companies, it offers a comparative
global assessment of the inextricable links between the formation of English overseas government and
various models of religious governance across England's emerging colonial empire. While these approaches
to governance varied from company to company, each sought to regulate the behaviour of their personnel,
as well as the numerous communities and faiths which fell within their jurisdiction. This book provides a
crucial reassessment of the seventeenth-century foundations of British imperial governance.
Persuasion and Conversion - Torrance Kirby 2013-08-22
A popular ‘culture of persuasion’ fostered by the Reformation promoted a displacement of late-medieval
‘sacramental culture’ through argument, textual interpretation, exhortation, reasoned opinion, and moral
advice in both pulpit and press. This collection of essays addresses the dynamic interaction of religion and
politics in the emerging ‘public sphere'.
Walter Ralegh's "History of the World" and the Historical Culture of the Late Renaissance Nicholas Popper 2012-10-30
Imprisoned in the Tower of London after the death of Queen Elizabeth in 1603, Sir Walter Ralegh spent
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seven years producing his massive History of the World. Created with the aid of a library of more than five
hundred books that he was allowed to keep in his quarters, this incredible work of English vernacular
would become a best seller, with nearly twenty editions, abridgments, and continuations issued in the years
that followed. Nicholas Popper uses Ralegh’s History as a touchstone in this lively exploration of the culture
of history writing and historical thinking in the late Renaissance. From Popper we learn why early modern
Europeans ascribed heightened value to the study of the past and how scholars and statesmen began to see
historical expertise as not just a foundation for political practice and theory, but as a means of advancing
their power in the courts and councils of contemporary Europe. The rise of historical scholarship during
this period encouraged the circulation of its methods to other disciplines, transforming Europe’s
intellectual—and political—regimes. More than a mere study of Ralegh’s History of the World, Popper’s
book reveals how the methods that historians devised to illuminate the past structured the dynamics of
early modernity in Europe and England.
Donne's Augustine - Katrin Ettenhuber 2011-07-07
A comprehensive re-examination of John Donne, through his response to the most iconic religious figure in
Western theology, Saint Augustine of Hippo. This book significantly enriches our understanding of the
reading and writing culture of Renaissance England, and of the religious debates and controversies in the
decades leading up to the Civil War.
Revolutionary England and the National Covenant - Edward Vallance 2005
An assessment of the importance of oaths, and the taking of, and the idea of national covenants during a
turbulent time in English history. This book studies the oaths and covenants taken during the late sixteenth
to the late seventeenth century, a time of great religious and political upheaval, assessing their effect and
importance. From the reign of Mary I to the Exclusion crisis, Protestant writers argued that England was a
nation in covenant with God and urged that the country should renew its contract with the Lord through
taking solemn oaths. In so doing, they radically modified understandings of monarchy, political allegiance
and the royal succession. During the civil war, the tendering of oaths of allegiance, the Protestation of 1641
and the Vow and Covenant and Solemn League and Covenant of 1643 (all describedas embodiments of
England's national covenant) also extended the boundaries of the political nation. The poor and illiterate,
women as well as men, all subscribed to these tests of loyalty, which were presented as social contracts
between the Parliament and the people. The Solemn League and Covenant in particular continued to
provoke political controversy after 1649 and even into the 1690s many English Presbyterians still viewed
themselves as bound by itsterms; the author argues that these covenants had a significant, and until now
unrecognised, influence on 'politics-out-of-doors' in the eighteenth century. EDWARD VALLANCE is
Lecturer in Early Modern British History, University of Liverpool.
Shakespeare and the Cultures of Performance - Paul Yachnin 2017-05-15
Theatrical performance, suggest the contributors to this volume, can be an unpredictable, individual
experience as well as a communal, institutional or cultural event. The essays collected here use the tools of
theatre history in their investigation into the phenomenology of the performance experience, yet they are
also careful to consider the social, ideological and institutional contingencies that determine the production
and reception of the living spectacle. Thus contributors combine a formalist interest in the affective and
aesthetic dimensions of language and spectacle with an investment in the material cultures that both
produced and received Shakespeare's plays. Six of the chapters focus on early modern cultures of
performance, looking specifically at such topics as the performance of rusticity; the culture of credit;
contract and performance; the cultivation of Englishness; religious ritual; and mourning and memory.
Building upon and interrelating with the preceding essays, the last three chapters deal with Shakespeare
and performance culture in modernity. They focus on themes including literary and theatrical performance
anxiety; cultural iconicity; and the performance of Shakespearean lateness. This collection strives to bring
better understanding to Shakespeare's imaginative investment in the relationship between theatrical
production and the emotional, intellectual and cultural effects of performance broadly defined in social
terms.
The Anti-Christ's Lewd Hat - Distinguished University Professor of Early Modern English History Peter
Lake 2002-01-01
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In this extraordinary and ambitious book, Peter Lake examines how different sections of sixteenth- and
early seventeenth-century England - protestant, puritan and catholic, the press and the popular stage sought to enlist these pamphlets to their own ideological and commercial purposes.".
Precarious Identities - Vassiliki Markidou 2019-12-16
This book investigates the construction of identity and the precarity of the self in the work of the Calvinist
Fulke Greville (1554–1628) and the Jesuit Robert Southwell (1561–1595). For the first time, a collection of
original essays unites them with the aim to explore their literary production. The essays collected here
define these authors’ efforts to forge themselves as literary, religious, and political subjects amid a shifting
politico-religious landscape. They highlight the authors’ criticism of the court and underscore similarities
and differences in thought, themes, and style. Altogether, the essays in this volume demonstrate the
developments in cosmology, theology, literary conventions, political ideas, and religious dogmas, and trace
their influence in the oeuvre of Greville and Southwell.
The Rule of Manhood - Jamie A. Gianoutsos 2020-12-10
Through stories of lustful and incestuous rulers, of republican revolution and of unnatural crimes against
family, seventeenth-century Englishmen imagined the problem of tyranny through the prism of classical
history. This fuelled debates over the practices of their own kings, the necessity of revolution, and the
character of English republican thought. The Rule of Manhood explores the dynamic and complex
languages of tyranny and masculinity that arose through these classical stories and their imaginative
appropriation. Discerning the neglected connection between concepts of power and masculinity in early
Stuart England, Jamie A. Gianoutsos shows both how stories of ancient tyranny were deployed in the
dialogue around monarchy and rule between 1603 and 1660 and the extent to which these shaped English
classical republican thought. Drawing on extensive research in contemporary printed texts, Gianoutsos
persuasively weaves together the histories of politics and manhood to make a bold claim: that the
fundamental purpose of English republicanism was not liberty or virtue, but the realisation of manhood for
its citizens.
Puritans and Puritanism in Europe and America - 2006
Anti-Catholicism in Britain and Ireland, 1600–2000 - Claire Gheeraert-Graffeuille 2020-08-24
This edited collection brings together varying angles and approaches to tackle the multi-dimensional issue
of anti-Catholicism since the Protestant Reformation in Britain and Ireland. It is of course difficult to infer
from such geographically and historically diverse studies one single contention, but what the book as a
whole suggests is that there can be no teleological narration of anti-Catholicism – its manifestations were
episodic, more or less rooted in common worldviews, and its history does not end today.
The Poetics of Conversion in Early Modern English Literature - Molly Murray 2009-10-15
Christians in post-Reformation England inhabited a culture of conversion. Required to choose among rival
forms of worship, many would cross - and often recross - the boundary between Protestantism and
Catholicism. This study considers the poetry written by such converts, from the reign of Elizabeth I to that
of James II, concentrating on four figures: John Donne, William Alabaster, Richard Crashaw, and John
Dryden. Murray offers a context for each poet's conversion within the era's polemical and controversial
literature. She also elaborates on the formal features of the poems themselves, demonstrating how the
language of poetry could express both spiritual and ecclesiastical change with particular vividness and
power. Proposing conversion as a catalyst for some of the most innovative devotional poetry of the period,
both canonical and uncanonical, this study will be of interest to all specialists in early modern English
literature.
The Reformation of Emotions in the Age of Shakespeare - Steven Mullaney 2015-07-13
The crises of faith that fractured Reformation Europe also caused crises of individual and collective
identity. Structures of feeling as well as structures of belief were transformed; there was a reformation of
social emotions as well as a Reformation of faith. As Steven Mullaney shows in The Reformation of
Emotions in the Age of Shakespeare, Elizabethan popular drama played a significant role in confronting the
uncertainties and unresolved traumas of Elizabethan Protestant England. Shakespeare and his
contemporaries—audiences as well as playwrights—reshaped popular drama into a new form of embodied
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social, critical, and affective thought. Examining a variety of works, from revenge plays to Shakespeare’s
first history tetralogy and beyond, Mullaney explores how post-Reformation drama not only exposed these
faultlines of society on stage but also provoked playgoers in the audience to acknowledge their shared
differences. He demonstrates that our most lasting works of culture remain powerful largely because of
their deep roots in the emotional landscape of their times.
Supernatural and Secular Power in Early Modern England - Marcus Harmes 2016-04-01
For the people of early modern England, the dividing line between the natural and supernatural worlds was
both negotiable and porous - particularly when it came to issues of authority. Without a precise separation
between ’science’ and ’magic’ the realm of the supernatural was a contested one, that could be used both
to bolster and challenge various forms of authority and the exercise of power in early modern England. In
order to better understand these issues, this volume addresses a range of questions regarding the ways in
which ideas, beliefs and constructions of the supernatural threatened and conflicted with authority, as well
as how the power of the supernatural could be used by authorities (monarchical, religious, legal or familial)
to reinforce established social norms. Drawing upon a range of historical, literary and dramatic texts the
collection reveals intersecting early modern anxieties in relation to the supernatural, issues of control and
the exercise of power at different levels of society, from the upper echelons of power at court to local and
domestic spaces, and in a range of publication contexts - manuscript sources, printed prose texts and the
early modern stage. Divided into three sections - ’Magic at Court’, ’Performance, Text and Language’ and
’Witchcraft, the Devil and the Body’ - the volume offers a broad cultural approach to the subject that
reflects current research by a range of early modern scholars from the disciplines of history and literature.
By bringing scholars into an interdisciplinary dialogue, the case studies presented here generate fresh
insights within and between disciplines and different methodologies and approaches, which are mutually
illuminating.
The Cambridge Companion to Shakespeare and Religion - Hannibal Hamlin 2019-03-28
A wide-ranging yet accessible investigation into the importance of religion in Shakespeare's works, from a
team of eminent international scholars.
Women Prophets and Radical Protestantism in the British Atlantic World, 1640–1730 - Elizabeth Bouldin
2015-11-12
This book analyzes how women negotiated and shaped ideas about community in the British Atlantic world
through claims of revelation.
Permanent Revolution - James Simpson 2019-02-18
The proto-Liberalism of the late seventeenth century in England reverses all the central persuasions of
illiberal evangelical religion of the early sixteenth century. Free-will, division of powers, non-literalist
Biblical reading, aesthetics, theatricality: each reverses cardinal positions of Lutheran and Calvinist
religion. How? Permanent Revolution argues that all revolutions take about 150 years to settle down. In the
case of the Reformation in England, the first revolution (what Simpson calls "permanent revolution") was
heady and radical. It was also ultimately unsustainable. In about 150 years it produced its opposite, the
second Reformation which led to the Enlightenment. In our own times, the author says, liberals make a
dangerous mistake when they do not understand that Evangelical fundamentalists descend from the same
parent as themselves - the "permanent revolution" of the early Reformation. The core of the book is about
the English Reformation and the archive is largely literary. Yet the political and intellectual ramifications
exceed the remit of literary studies. The story of the proto-Enlightenment narrated here is not a story of
secularist repudiation from outside. Instead, it is primarily a story of transformation and reversal of the
Protestant tradition from within. The second Reformation (the one that became the Enlightenment) is less a
secularist opponent of the first than its dissident younger sibling, driven and marked, if not scarred, by its
older evangelical sibling and competitor.-The Senses and the English Reformation - Matthew Milner 2016-03-03
It is a commonly held belief that medieval Catholics were focussed on the 'bells and whistles' of religious
practices, the smoke, images, sights and sounds that dazzled pre-modern churchgoers. Protestantism, in
contrast, has been cast as Catholicism's austere, intellective and less sensual rival sibling. With iis whitewashed walls, lack of incense (and often music) Protestantism worship emphasised preaching and
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scripture, making the new religion a drab and disengaged sensual experience. In order to challenge such
entrenched assumptions, this book examines Tudor views on the senses to create a new lens through which
to explore the English Reformation. Divided into two sections, the book begins with an examination of preReformation beliefs and practices, establishing intellectual views on the senses in fifteenth-century
England, and situating them within their contemporary philosophical and cultural tensions. Having
established the parameters for the role of sense before the Reformation, the second half of the book mirrors
these concerns in the post-1520 world, looking at how, and to what degree, the relationship between
religious practices and sensation changed as a result of the Reformation. By taking this long-term, binary
approach, the study is able to tackle fundamental questions regarding the role of the senses in latemedieval and early modern English Christianity. By looking at what English men and women thought about
sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch, the stereotype that Protestantism was not sensual, and that
Catholicism was overly sensualised is wholly undermined. Through this examination of how worship was
transformed in its textual and liturgical forms, the book illustrates how English religion sought to reflect
changing ideas surrounding the senses and their place in religious life. Worship had to be 'sensible', and
following how reformers and their opponents built liturgy around experience of the sacred through the
physical allows us to tease out the tensions and pressures which shaped religious reform.
Ordinary Lives in the Early Caribbean - Kristen Block 2012
Kristen Block examines the entangled histories of Spain and England in the Caribbean during the long
seventeenth century, focusing on colonialism's two main goals: the search for profit and the call to
Christian dominance. Using the stories of ordinary people, Block illustrates how engaging with the powerful
rhetoric and rituals of Christianity was central to survival. Isobel Criolla was a runaway slave in Cartagena
who successfully lobbied the Spanish governor not to return her to an abusive mistress. Nicolas Burundel
was a French Calvinist who served as henchman to the Spanish governor of Jamaica before his arrest by the
Inquisition for heresy. Henry Whistler was an English sailor sent to the Caribbean under Oliver Cromwell's
plan for holy war against Catholic Spain. Yaff and Nell were slaves who served a Quaker plantation owner,
Lewis Morris, in Barbados. Seen from their on-the-ground perspective, the development of modern
capitalism, race, and Christianity emerges as a story of negotiation, contingency, humanity, and the quest
for community. Ordinary Lives in the Early Caribbean works in both a comparative and an integrative
Atlantic world frame, drawing on archival sources from Spain, England, Barbados, Colombia, and the
United States. It pushes the boundaries of how historians read silences in the archive, asking difficult
questions about how self-censorship, anxiety, and shame have shaped the historical record. The book also
encourages readers to expand their concept of religious history beyond a focus on theology, ideals, and
pious exemplars to examine the communal efforts of pirates, smugglers, slaves, and adventurers who
together shaped the Caribbean's emerging moral economy.
Pirates? The Politics of Plunder, 1550-1650 - Claire Jowitt 2006-11-02
This book provides an insight to the cultural work involved in violence at sea in this period of maritime
history. It is the first to consider how 'piracy' and representations of 'pirates' both shape and were shaped
by political, social and religious debates, showing how attitudes to 'piracy' and violence at sea were debated
between 1550 and 1650.
The English Civil War - Diane Purkiss 2009-03-25
In this compelling history of the violent struggle between the monarchy and Parliament that tore apart
seventeenth-century England, a rising star among British historians sheds new light on the people who
fought and died through those tumultuous years. Drawing on exciting new sources, including letters,
memoirs, ballads, plays, illustrations, and even cookbooks, Diane Purkiss creates a rich and nuanced
portrait of this turbulent era. The English Civil War’s dramatic consequences-rejecting the divine right
monarchy in favor of parliamentary rule-continue to influence our lives, and in this colorful narrative,
Purkiss vividly brings to life the history that changed the course of Western government.
Milton and Catholicism - Ronald Corthell 2017-11-15
This collection of original essays by literary critics and historians analyzes a wide range of Milton’s writing,
from his early poetry, through his mid-century political prose, to De Doctrina Christiana, which was
unpublished in his lifetime, and finally to his last and greatest poems. The contributors investigate the rich
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variety of approaches to Milton’s engagement with Catholicism and its relationship to reformed religion.
The essays address latent tensions and contradictions, explore the nuances of Milton’s relationship to the
easy commonplaces of Protestant compatriots, and disclose the polemical strategies and tactics that often
shape that engagement. The contributors link Milton and Catholicism with early modern confessional
conflicts between Catholics and Protestants that in turn led to new models and standards of authority,
scholarship, and interiority. In Milton’s case, he deployed anti-Catholicism as a rhetorical device and the
negative example out of which Protestants could shape their identity. The contributors argue that Milton’s
anti-Catholicism aligns with his understanding of inwardness and conscience and illuminates one of the
central conflicts between Catholics and Protestants in the period. Building on recent scholarship on
Catholic and anti-Catholic discourses over the English Tudor and Stuart period, new understandings of
martyrdom, and scholarship on Catholic women, Milton and Catholicism, provides a diverse and
multifaceted investigation into a complex and little-explored field in Milton studies. Contributors: Alastair
Bellany, Thomas Cogswell, Thomas N. Corns, Ronald Corthell, Angelica Duran, Martin Dzelzainis, John
Flood, Estelle Haan, and Elizabeth Sauer.
European Sexualities, 1400-1800 - Katherine Crawford 2007-01-18

the-anti-christs-lewd-hat-protestants-papists-and-players-in-post-reformation-england

A pioneering survey of the social and cultural history of sexuality in early modern Europe.
Paul's Cross and the Culture of Persuasion in England, 1520-1640 - Torrance Kirby 2013-12-12
By reconstructing the history of sermons preached at Paul’s Cross between 1520 and 1640 this collection of
essays examines the flourishing ‘culture of persuasion’ which transformed England’s political and religious
identities and fostered a nascent public sphere.
Hamlet, Protestantism, and the Mourning of Contingency - John E. Curran Jr 2016-04-22
Building on current scholarly interest in the religious dimensions of the play, this study shows how
Shakespeare uses Hamlet to comment on the Calvinistic Protestantism predominant around 1600. By
considering the play's inner workings against the religious ideas of its time, John Curran explores how
Shakespeare portrays in this work a completely deterministic universe in the Calvinist mode, and, Curran
argues, exposes the disturbing aspects of Calvinism. By rendering a Catholic Prince Hamlet caught in a
Protestant world which consistently denies him his aspirations for a noble life, Shakespeare is able in this
play, his most theologically engaged, to delineate the differences between the two belief systems, but also
to demonstrate the consequences of replacing the old religion so completely with the new.
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